
 

 

 

 
 

  GOD`S POETRY 
     ( G – major ) 

  Prelude:   G – G – G - G 

 

   G                                D          e      D     G 

1. Look at the ups and downs of living follow the stars, their orbits trace! 
   G                            D      e        D    G 

  see at the turn of taking - giving nature steers in the whole space! 
   a            G              D         e        D 

  Marvelous sunrises and sunsets, low tide, high tide, dark and bright, 
  a            G                    F    C   A  D4 D 

  Breathing and the sounds of trumpets, all is swinging by God `s might. 

 

2. Plants are growing and are ending, what bursts magma out of earth? 

  Atoms, stars are not still standing, all in motion, death and birth. 

  Nothing`s rigid, not even mountains, if you regard the innermost. 

  In the long run all things must change and perceptive faculty shams the most. 

 
            B              F               g                                   F               E-es 

Refrain:  If you want marvels to explore, then you will see more and more, 
                       g                        F 

          if you`re able your world to reveal. 
            B           F                g                                        F             E-es         

          Devote to urge of true researches and bow to that love, which emerges 
                          C                A    D4 D 

          Out of that might you can feel. 

 

3. Look at all those various faces, no one`s like the other one. 

  See the host of stars, so spacious, to tell them could be never done. 

  What`s the count of all the galaxies  filling the universal hall. 

  And from each point you may tax these points, you can never see them all. 

 

4. You can find it in your own life:  you can see just one part of the whole. 

   Once you`ll look through the complete drive, the source, to that comes back each soul. 

   We` re only captured by restrictions, just a sham world, senses pretend. 

   At the end of all afflictions  you will awake and understand. 

 

Refrain: Any small thing or the great one,  all, what ends and has begun, 

            each oscillation, energy, 

          Light beams, waves and every course, all draws power out of one source 

          and testifies God`s poetry. 

 

End:   A  –  D4-D  -  A  -  D4-D …….. 
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